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Do you like my Profile? :) I made it myself. - {Brag} My Stunning DVSO grew up :)

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP
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"The shard the shard!" Ayu squeaked as Bevelle picked up the shard, then fell silent as another
pretty guardian appeared, this one sqirling with ice. He walked up to her and sniffed her shoes,
wondering who she was. Hoping Bevelle might know, he looked back at her, wondering what
would happen next.
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Whoot bevelle yelled althea you found a shard , not noticing the pale blue beautiful girl infront of
her .

She yelped in surprise who are you!??

PIFF Link
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Bevelle fell silent as the elemental approached. The shard, still "in' her hands, was jumping
around, off balance. It was bitterly cold when it did hit her hand.

The elemental, of which Bevelle could not recall her name, smiled gently. She was probably made
well aware that we would be comming, she appeared to be gentle. The ice wielder looked at the
ones calling her "shard" and chuckled, shaking her head. Snow drifted as she moved.
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Raven tilted her head. "So, it's not your shard? Then... Is it what's making it so cold in here?" she
asked, looking embarrassed. "Sorry for calling it a shard in that case." she added sheepishly. She
had thought that that was what it was called. Guess not.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Bevelle stared at Raven and shook her head. "Shes..the elemental of ice, Raven. I think shes
been waiting for us." 

The look on the elemental was soft.
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Confused now, Ayu looked back up at the ice guardian and asked timidly, "Why have you come?
What's going to happen?" Nothing seemed to make sense anymore, and Ayu just wanted to get
all the facts straight. Perhaps this guardian coud help them look for the other shards too! Eyes
wide, he asked one last question, "Can you help us look for the other 3 shards please?"
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Althea spoke to the ice elemental hello what is you name and have you been waiting for us?

Is there something we must do?

PIFF Link
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The elemental of ice continued to look upon the strangers. Smiling slightly she nodded.
"Well, what do we have here?" She eyed the shard, still rotating between Bevelles
hands and the air above her hands. Deciding it may not be best to hold them up, she
approached Bevelle gracefully and touched the shard. Before anyone could analyze
what had happened, the female was gone. The shard, once sooo cold and unstable, was
now fine to hold. As she whispered "thankyou", she looked back on the exit and made
her way down the waterfall *carrying as many as she could* and through the bridge.
"3 shards left" was all the guardian of time had managed to say.

((and our elemental of ice will be oneof the ones given away at the end. Keep on RPing^^))
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(( A little late...xD))
Saria walked over, surprised at the appearence of the Ice Elemental, She loved all of the
different shades of blue in the room, and the way the snow glittered as it swirled around was
beautiful, and this Ice Elemental just appeared out of the blue. She wasn't wuite sure what had
just happened, but she took it in stride, "So off to the other rooms then?" she asked Bevelle...
Cleo smiled and shivered a little as the Ice Elemental's wind came near, but then straightened and
looked at Crow, "Woah I was not expecting that... Are all of the little snowflakes going to become
rabbits now?" She said jokingly, everything about this room turned into something else...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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"Oh." Raven said after a moment. "So that's why it's so cold in here." She slid her wings tighter
onto her back. "Nice to meet you then." she said, smiling at the Ice Elemental. She felt happy
that she met a guardia- No, elemental. She smiled and then thought of Cleo. "Um, how do you
stay warm in this climate? My friend isn't used to the cold you see..." she said, thinking the Ice
Elemental would know. She then realized that she was gone. "Oh. I was babbling to nobody
again..."

Crow grinned. "I highly doubt that."

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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The ice girl disappeared suddenly, before anyone's questions were answered! Sighing, Ayu realized
they were going to have to do this by themselves, with no hints. Following Bevelle back down the
mountain and across the bridge, he looked around, hoping to see what another shard might lie.
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Althea shocked again that the ice elemental disappeared and was unable to answer her she helped
bevelle with the others and asked what next?

PIFF Link
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((Sorry!))

Bevelle glanced back to the group. "Well, theyve given us clear passage, so I dont think they will
be upset. The ice elemental, she seemed soo calm." Bevelle then thought to herself. "Avoid the
area." She went to where she felt she had to go, perhaps silently being guided. She
continued."There are probably more rooms similar to this. We just need to narrow it down" A
worried expression on her face, she closed her eyes to try to pick up where they should go.
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Althea wait to see where bevelle senses tell her to go and see what up next

PIFF Link
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Raven tapped Bevelle on the shoulder. "Shouldn't there be a fire one since there was an ice one?"
she asked. Her simple mind was something to behold. "And if there is, that means that teh rooms
are probably all elementally based. Or am I wrong?"

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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(( My fault, not yours.  ))
Saria thought for a moment before looking at the ice under her feet, there was obiously a room
down there as the ice glowed unnaturally, "Well that bridge had to come from somewhere..." She
said to Bevelle, "Maybe the next room is under us?" She said, "I could fly down and check if you
feel that is the right way to go." She added...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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((aires, from the first page ----> 7. 3 sentence minimum ( if you are going to RP , please no 'one-

liners' .. I want substance  ) ))
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Bevelle nodded. 'Yes, I think these are elemental based. It would make complete sence, dont you
think? She clutched the ice shard. A fire one..made perfect sence.

At Sarias question, Beveel gently shook her head. "You know id normally love that, but I dont feel
any energy comming from downstairs. Not like this, atleast." She frowned as she exited the room.

((plot post comming))
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Glow followed Bevelle up, surprised when the ice guardian appeared. She watched the guardian
curiously, her nose twitching slightly. They had one shard so far, that was good. They only needed
to find three more. Glow knew they could do it. She followed the group out of the room,
wondering where they were going to go next. She knew there were lots of other places to look.
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Being sure to avoid the center room at all costs(she still feared the room, and she still
did not know why), Bevelle made her way through another set of stairs and across to
another stone door. The ruin inscribed was wet and pulsed with an aqua blue type
energy. The lights flickering at the sides were under mini waterfalls, more of a green-
blue in colour, and had properties of water itself. Mini lights, like blue fireflies and pixi
dust flickered and glowed around the edges. As the door opened, Bevelle braced herself
for what she would soon see.

'I..dont think this room is for fire", she pondered. But the ice shard pulled her, willing
her inside.
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Ayu followed Bevelle to the other door, this one still blue-ish and had water inside. "Bevelle, this
room is for a water elemental right?" Perhaps the one who had asked if there was a fire elemental
was right, but they hadn't reached that room yet.
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Raven followed Bevelle. "No, I highly doubt that this is the room for fire. Maybe it's the room for
water?" she pointed out, rather obviously if I might add. "I wonder what the shard in this room
will look like." Raven had figured out when Bevelle felt a pull. She always seemed to look
different.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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Lalita wandered toward the group looking at the next room. "I like this room" she said surprising
everyone around her. Lalita had been keeping very quite on this leg of the adventure, but she was
to excited to maybe see the next elemental. She loved the water and if that's what was in this
room she wanted to be first to see it.
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Dh'liah phased from wall to wall, feeling the presence of something that does not
belong. He could not see anything out of the ordinary but noted that the children had
one of the 4 shards. On his way, he ran into his twin, who was resting inside the center
chamber--their forbidden and very sacred room, reserved for only an elemental. Scott
had his eyes closed. He was concentrating, watching the group progress. Sighing,
Dh'liah continued to shift from room to room, tensing his body and mentally preparing
himself for a potential battle.

---

Shadows moving, "he" pounced fromside to side, walking inside of them, as slippery as
water and as swift as a masters blade. He continued to search, unaware of the twin
elementals search of his own. Nonetheless, he pressed on, willing himself to find it.
Wield it. Conquer it. Those kids--the guardians and critter in the group--were perfect.
An ideal distraction while he gets what he needs. He would find their power, and the
blame would fall on them.
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althea followed bevelle and the others in to the room .

She said bevelle it may not be fire but we may find something here let keep exploreing

Althea answered if we ended up here it because maybe the shard pulled you here it only natural i
mean you need water to make ice, Maybe we will be going down in temperature for the other
shards from cold to hot.

PIFF Link
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Saria smiled, "If we have to swim or get wet I'm in!" She said smiling, water was definately her
thing, she didn't mind the rain and often stayed up late listening to it. She also lived on the inside
of a waterfall, she had been swimming since her mentor.... Saria stopped and her expression
dropped immeditely. Her mentor.... She covered her sorrow with a quick smile and turned her
mind back to the room, wondering what it will look like...
Cleo's shoulders drooped, "Err... water? Like a large body of water?" she immeditely sounded
worried...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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Glow looked in the next room, smiling as she saw the water. She liked this room, it looked
peaceful. She walked in hesitantly, not quite sure what to expect. She definitely liked this room
more. She went over to the water, sniffing it curiously. She jumped back as some of the water hit
her nose. She shook the water off her nose, feeling slightly amused. She looked around the room
curiously, lightly touching the water with the tip of her paw.
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Inside, she walked in to a mossy floor and another enormous waterfall. The walls were
a turquoise colour, made from stone and were of different graduating shades. Golden
accents in ruins were abundant, as were "water" fire-torches and gusts of water from
different directions, including parts of the ceiling. The shard, though hard to see,
nestled inside of the waterfall as mist from the base vaporized up to the top.

While looking for possible puzzles or obstacles, Bevelle noticed that the edges of one
side of the room had little ice crystals and a thin sheet forming, on the other side, little
bubbles and steam. Raising her brow and making the connection, she slowly
approached the edge of the floor and the base of the water. Inside were mini islands
that looked to be connected to the back edge of the waterfall. Different gusts of water
were protecting the entrance to the back of the cave, but it looked to be timed. At the
base of the water there were rocks and sand shining through in shades of tan and gold.
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Crow looked at Cleo. "I'll be fine. You do know how to swim, right?" he asked, seeing her worried
expression. He had a feeling this guardian didn't like water. Obviously.

I'm not obsessive, I'm just a Loopy Lupine Lover.
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The room was absolutely breathtaking, full of water and steam and moss. Ayu smiled widely,
seeing the shard behind the waterfall. Following Bevelle's gaze, he saw she was looking at rocks.
He looked at them too, wondering what they would do......then realized they were stepping
stones. Scurriying up the them, the squirrel peered into the water, hoping he would be able to
cross without being swept away in teh current.
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